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Abstract-A moment solution is presented for the problem of transverse magnetic 0 scattering from homogeneous dielectric cylinders.
The momentsolution uses fictitious filamentary currentsto simulate both
the field scattered by the cylinder and thefield insidethe cylinder and in
tmu point-matches the continuity conditions for the tangential components of the electric and magnetic fields across the cylinder surface. The
procedure is simple to execute andis general in that cylindersof arbitran
shapeand complex permittivity can behandled effectively. Metallic
cylinders are treated as reduced cases of the general procedure. Results
are given and compared with available analytic solutions, which demonstrate the very good performance of the procedure.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE PROBLEM OF scattering from dielectric cylinders of
arbitrary shape has been
a
subject of interest to
researchers for many years. The problem has been treated by
several numerical methods. For solving both homogeneous as
well as inhomogeneousdielectric cylinders, Richmond [11, [2]
has formulated the problem in terms of the polarization current
inducedinthe
dielectric. Later, Chang and Mei [3] approached this problem using the unimoment technique and
afterwards Kastner and Mittra [5] applied the spectral-iteration
technique to the problem. Ifonlyhomogeneous
dielectric
cylinders are concerned, other approaches are suitable as well.
Among these, the commonly used one is the surface integral
equation formulation in which the problem is formulated in
terms of equivalent electric and magnetic surface currents [6]~31.
A short while ago, the problem of electromagnetic scattering by homogeneousdielectric posts of arbitrary smooth cross
section in rectangular waveguide has been facilitated via an
efficient and simple moment solution [14]. In this paper, we
apply the method suggested in [141 to the problem of tranverse
magnetic (TM) scattering by homogeneous dielectric cylinders
of arbitrary smooth shape. Accordingly, we set up two
simulated equivalent situations, respectively, to the original
situations inside and outside the dielectric cylinder, using two
sets of filamentary electric sources of yet to be determined
constant complex currents. Specifically, the field scattered by
the cylinder is simulated by the field of aset of electric current
filaments placed inside the cylinder, and the field inside the
cylinder is simulated by electric current filamentsplaced
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outside the cylinder. Notice that this is somewhat different
than the application of the equivalence principle, known as the
coupled surface integral equation formulation in whichequivalent surface electric and magnetic currents are used. Here, we
are actuallyusing the fields generated by the filamentary
sources, which are situated at some distance from the
boundary surface, as a basis of smoothfield functions for
representing smooth fields on the boundary surface. The
advantage of our technique is that it evades the necessity of
integrating surface currents when computing the fields,
thereby rendering the numerical solution and subsequent field
calculations trivial. So constructed, the simulated fields are
now required to obey the continuity condition for the
tangential components of the electric and magnetic fields at a
suitable number of points on the
cylinder surface. The result is
a matrix equationin which the various matrices are interpreted
in terms of generalized network parameters. The matrix
equation is then solved for the unknown filamentary currents,
which can in turn be used to determine the fields inside and
outside the cylinder and to derive other related parameters of
interest.
The technique presented in this paper provides a complete
analysis ofhomogeneous dielectric cylinders, both lossless
and lossy, of arbitrary smooth boundaries, illuminated by a
TM excitation. Metallic cylinders canbe readily treated as
reduced cases of the general procedure. The outlined formulation deals exclusivelywitha
single cylinder ofsmooth
boundary. The extension of the formulation to the multicylinder case is straightforward and will notbe explicited here. The
extension of the formulation to handle cylinders with edges
requires an incorporation of special basis functions containing
the correct edge singularity in subdomains near the edges in
addition to the current filaments whose fields constitute a basis
for representing thesmooth fields on the boundary. This
extension canbe effected, but revisions, which are beyond the
scope of this work, have to be made. Representative examples
are presented to show the ease ofuseof
the proposed
procedure and to demonstrate the efficiency of the numerical
solution.
II. PROBLEM
SPECIFICATTON
Consider an infinite dielectric cylinder of arbitrary smooth
cross section whose axis is taken to be parallel with the z axis
of a rectangular coordinate system. A cross sectionof the
cylinder together with arelevant coordinate system is shown in
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